In this paper Hardy inequalities are proved between weighted V, V spaces with indices p, q less than 1. The results are almost characterizations of those weights for which weighted estimates hold.
Moreover, the smallest C in (1) and (3) satisfies B > C~x > \p\x/q(p')x/p'B whenever q < p < 0.
Proof, (a) From (1) we obtain (5) jr°°« 
Since q < 0,p < 0, then as k -> + oo we obtain for any r > 0
which implies (2) with B > C~x. 
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where dp.(x) = u(x)qh(xyw/p' dx and X[o,X] ls tne characteristic function over [0, x] . Now, by Minkowski's inequality with parameter q/p > 1,
since K is nondecreasing and q/p' < 0. On integrating, the inner integral is dominated by -p(f0 u(s)q ds)x/p, which by definition of K is equal to
Thus (1) holds with C~x > (-p)x/q(p')x/pB.
The proof of (b) is almost the same. In showing that (3) implies (4), set fix) = kfx(x) on (0, r] and fix) = v(x)'p' for x G (r, oo), r > 0, k > 0 and the argument proceeds as in part (a). For the sufficiency part, define h by h(ty = ¡f v(s)~p ds and the argument again follows as in part (a).
We remark that for q =p and K(r) = B the constant in (1) with C~x = \p\i/p(p')1/pB is best possible. Equality is obtained in the application of Holder's inequality in the proof if and only if fit) = f0(t) =kxv(t)~p(f'0v(s)~"' ds)~x/p, where kx is some constant. A simple calculation then shows that for 0 < a < ß < We conclude with a special case 0 <p = q < I. For this we give an inequality of the form (1) with v as an explicit expression in terms of u.
Corollary.
Suppose 0 < p < 1 and /" u(x)(Pf)(xY dx < oo ; then So v(x)f(xy dx < oo, where v(x) = u(x)x-"(]x= u(t) dif. Moreover (i) rv(x)f(xf dx < P-p ru(x)(pf)(xy dx and the constant is best possible.
By replacing u, v here by up and xf, (7) follows from Theorem 2(a), since an easy computation in this case shows that J(r) = (1 -p)x/p = B is constant. Thus (1) holds with (q =p)C~x = px/p\p'\x/p'B = p, so that (7) follows.
The following alternative proof of (7) may be of interest since it is easier: An integration, an interchange of order of integration and Holder's inequality show that p-xÇu(x)^f(t) dt)' dx = Çu(x)j*d%) ds)P'lf(t) dt dx [Ç»{t)f(tY dt)1/P < p-*(f\(x)(foXf(t) dt)" dx) and the result follows.
A similar result with P replaced by Q holds; however in this case v(x) = u(x)x-"(¡x0u(t)dtY.
